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Clear. Current. Connected to Todayâ€™s Student. Schiller, The Macro Economy Today, 13e, is

noted for three great strengths: readability, policy orientation, and pedagogy. The accessible writing

style engages students and brings some of the excitement of domestic and global economic news

into the classroom. Schiller emphasizes how policymakers must choose between government

intervention and market reliance to resolve the core issues of what, how, and for whom to produce.

This strategic choice is highlighted throughout the full range of micro, macro, and international

issues, and every chapter ends with a policy issue that emphasizes the markets vs. government

dilemma. The authors teach economics in a relevant context, filling chapters with the real facts and

applications of economic life. Schiller is also the only principles text that presents all macro theory in

the single consistent context of the AS/AD framework. Connect is the only integrated learning

system that empowers students by continuously adapting to deliver precisely what they need, when

they need it, and how they need it, so that your class time is more engaging and effective.
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A well written book, filled with facts and statistics. I appreciate the information, but I am not a math

major. I do not like charts and statistics...if you are not a math person either these bothersome

things can be easily overlooked in order to get to the more interesting facets of economics. A

contempory look at the economic situation today it is both clear and informative.The Macro



Economy Today (The Mcgraw-Hill Series Economics)

It provided a lot of beneficial information and helped me be aware of the economical world more.

Almost everything on the news and various other current events has a lot to do with economics.

This book woke me up to the economical world that I live in each and everyday.

Rent this book as required by the class, the delivery is fast but the book is not in a very decent

condition. The edges of the book are all curved up, and the bad thing is, the edge of the cover has

already split into two.

The Macro Economy Today is a great book that has the basics of the economics studies. It follows

a good secuence for colleges studies with a simple vacademic vocabulary.I recommend this book to

every teacher that gives a first level macroeconomics clases. It comes with great online help and

exercises

Was extremely helpful for my macroeconomics course and I learned a lot of real world information

from the book itself.

I gleaned a lot of information from this book. I think many people would benefit from reading this, not

just students.

It does the job. I prefer kindle books, as they save space, and I can highlight and Ctrl+F easier.

Works great.

The book is very informative. If you need to understanding Macro Economics then this is the perfect

book
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